
  Good Grief! How the year flies by! Carlisle was upon us before I even had a chance to make hotel reservations...and 
Dave was getting more nervous by the minute. The Sterling club continues to attract members almost monthly, and I 
know I’ll forget someone in the Drivers section - if I have, please forgive me and inform me as well!! 
   In other non-descript news, the club forums collapsed almost before they got underway unfortunately. My lack of 
web knowledge and time forced the closing of the forums due to the rampant spam that appeared everyday. With that, 
I have invited everyone to join up at the Nova forums ( www.nova-international.net ). The more US participation we 
have there, the more relevant the conversations will be!

  The summer is getting in full swing, so be careful and get those photos in from your car shows!
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True to form: “If it’s Carlisle, it’s raining.” This would be my third outing with the Sterling to the 
showgrounds as a participant, again with Sue, my better half, with me for the three days. The week preceding was 
a complete mystery with the weather. It seemed that nobody had any idea of what was to come. Predict rain, and 
there would be sunshine, so we expected the worst and hoped for the best. 

Friday morning 6AM showed overcast skies...and the Weather Channel predicted dire consequences for 
the weekend to come. Gads....I was committed, though, to get to the show and stick around for Saturday at least to 
help support Dave and his new venture. I had reserved a tent and space for the club members a couple of paces 
from Dave’s vendor spots, so there was an investment to stick it out for the weekend. As we let out of town and hit 
the turnpike, I was glad to have a tent to sit under.

As fate would have it, Friday turned into a rather non-descript day. It never did rain, and the sun from time 
to time peeked through the clouds, though not enough to bring the usual attendees to the field. Disappointingly, 
there were no more than ten “kit” cars, not including the usual contingent of Cobra and Porsche replicas, and even 
they were in sparse company.

Sue and I fielded the usual questions about the car until around lunchtime when Dave rang my cell to say 
that they were at the gates - where the hell do they go from there? After clearing their paperwork, the trailer(s) 
rolled around the corner, and I directed the drivers to spaces where they could unload. The plan was the transport 
trailer would stay in the vendor area so the new chassis could be rolled in and out every night. The body and larger 
pieces would be fine sitting outside. The fairgrounds are fairly secure, with regular patrols throughout the evening, 
as there are camping spots on the perimeter of the grounds. It took some finagling, and the trailer was tucked into 
a corner and the work thus began. 
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Dave and I had been going back and forth the previous couple weeks on what to bring, how to set up and 
other show related items. I felt that while we wanted to set a great, mind-numbing display up, it would be better 
that we start low-key and try to get the feel of the crowd for the first time out. Not having a running car, a small 
static display would suffice. I think next year that will certainly change as Dave pulls together orders and fine 
tunes the business. 

Even before his crew started to set up, people were looking into the trailer to see what exactly the car was 
that was hidden inside. Dave had the foresight to purchase a tent, and I supplied some of the advertising materials, 
so the little corner booth was quickly becoming a colorful display. His chassis was painted in a nice satin silver, 
highlighting the Subaru powerplant mated to a VW transaxle. Oddly enough, for a show that bills itself as the 
“Import/Kit-Replicar” show, Subaru powered vehicles or even Subarus themselves are a relative rarity. Older 
models - pre 1975 - occasionally show up, but as powerplants for component cars, that is hardly ever seen. 

The chassis and powerplant were quickly becoming the focus of discussion through the day Friday, 
followed behind by the main Sterling body and components. For 
some reason, people just weren’t making the connection between
Dave’s vendor booth and the NSOA tent with my Sterling lodged
under it. Folks would wander down the concourse to our tent, ask
the usual questions on the car, and ask if the kit is still around. Sue 
and I would then point across the street to Dave, who usually had a 
fairly sizable group of people standing around. If folks would make
Dave’s tent first, he would motion to the NSOA stand for attendees
to see a finished, if older, Sterling model.

That would all change Saturday!
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Club members, left to right:
Dave Aliberti, Steve Silverstein, Warren Dougherty, Jeff Warnke, Fuzz Sharif, Steve Andrejeski, Rick Milne

Fuzz doing his best Vanna White imitation. I don’t know what I’m looking at. I think 
Mongoose Motorsports behind us just fired up their sportscar. Dave’s buddy, Chris,
was getting busy with the California Duster on the body shell. We found out it works
 on primered surfaces better than cloth towels....
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aturday started off just about as perfect as a day could start. Normally, Sue is the one who gets up first 
during the week, and even on the weekends she is usually up far before me. Now, I’m not saying I’m a slug, 
but I like my sleep! Friday night, Dave and his crew, myself and Sue had found a local restaurant to relax at 
and reflect on the days events while preparing for Saturday’s gameplan. During the evening, the skies 
intermittently showered, with an occasional flash of lightning. We had gotten back to the hotel and flipped on 
the Weather Channel to see what was what. Still predicting scattered storms Saturday, Sue figured we would 
sleep in a little before we got to the field (about four miles away). Dave and his crew had brought a camper 
that was on the field, so they were set whenever they decided to get up!

Now, I used to be pretty good predicting the weather for that area. I had gone to college nearby, and 
was used to how the weather performed around the mountain ranges that surround the town. If the winds were 
westerly, you’d have rain. From the north or south, any moisture would be scattered and blown away from the 
town. Easterly winds brought heavy rains (or snows). Saturday’s predicted winds would be from the 
northwest. Perfect....

Sure enough, the morning brought clear skies, crisp air and the promise of a great crowd. Sue and I 
actually beat Dave to the field and started setting up the tent. Not literally, of course, but I had brought a club 
flag and banner to fix to the poles. By the time I had dropped Sue to the tent, fixed the display and brought the 
car down from the trailer, Dave was setting up his display. Chris had the great idea of pulling two wheels off 
the chassis and placing them under the raw body on the display side - sort of a mock-up of a “real” car.

The effect was immediate - I guess we all learned something in that moment. Early morning show 
attendees and even some of the vendors wandered over to check the display out. From that moment on, the 
Sterling Sports Cars vendor space seemed to be the place to be. The larger vendors inside the pavilions on the 
showgrounds had their usual crowds, but their cars were the same as last year and the year before. Stale 
displays, the same old Cobra and Lamborghini replicas abounded. There seemed to be a huge surge in the 
Cobra producers - it seemed almost three of five vendors had a Cobra replica to sell. A handful of vendors 
took their cars out and around the grounds on test drives. Noble ran a bright apple green car almost hourly all 
day Saturday. Mongoose Motorsports would fire up their 502 horsepower Corvette powered GTP replica from 
time to time, and between that an it’s flawless paint scheme, that always drew a crowd. Fortunately, they were 
right next to Dave, so that was a captured audience!

S
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Noble M400

Mongoose Motorsports GTP

Bill Thomas Cheetah
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We were wondering what the helicopter was doing. With an Army base right 
next door, they are not unusual - but this one was flying low. A pretty good shot
of how many cars are in the import show. See breakdown below....

Public parking

Public parking

Kit field. 60 some
cars early afternoon

Import Field

My truck & trailer

Steve Andrejeski’s Viper

Vendors

Grandstand

Invitational Display
Production Vendors

NSOA tent

Dave’s tent
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By 9:00 we were joined by Fuzz Sharif with his Cimbria, which we parked under the tent next to the 
Sterling. The attendees were probably more fascinated with Fuzz’s car, being the only gull-winged vehicle on 
the lot, and having a finish level far higher than my own.The crowds were quite brisk in the early part of the 
day. More replicas rolled in and started to fill the show field, though oddly the regular Cobra contingent did 
not show. There happens to be a GoodGuys show in nearby Hershey for the musclecar crowd, and I think 
many of those regular attendees are now heading there for the day. No matter - we had a great crowd. There 
were even some real good examples of pretty rare imports starting to show at the field. There were even a few 
Ferraris and Panteras showing up - a first for Carlisle. I hope that continues. That brings the show to an entire 
new level. After all, how many box-stock Volvo wagons do you want to see? 

Messerschmitt KR-200

Daimler SP250 - Britain’s first hemi V8

By noon Dave’s booth was buzzing pretty consistently. I 
wandered over to see if he and Chris would like any lunch, as 
they were both fielding questions and I had my doubts of 
whether or not they would be able to get away for any period of 
time. About then my cell rang - it was Steve from New York, 
calling to say they had just pulled in and were heading past the 
food courts, looking for us. He and another club member, Steve 
Andrejeski had driven from Long Island to the show in Steve A’s 
‘04 Dodge Viper. I had to tease Steve A. about being at the 
wrong show - Carlisle hosts shows every weekend throughout 
the summer for all the marques, and the GM, Ford and Dodge 
shows are generally the largest.

Introductions were quickly rounded at Dave’s setup, and 
Steve & Steve quickly got down to investigating the layout. As I 
was making small talk with a couple of the guys, one fellow

stepped forward who looked very
familiar. Lo and behold, the long
lost webmaster of Sterling Central
Warren Dougherty re-introduced
himself. I hadn’t seen Warren since
the first time we met, two years 
previous. Still the enthusiast, Warren
still has two cars to his credit still
under construction.
  Another gentleman worked
his way forward to introduce himself to everyone - Jeff Warnke, another member, who drove all the way from 
Michigan to be at the show for the premier. Jeff is a quiet, very personable fellow, though I suspect his 
quietness was from the lack of sleep from his marathon drive overnight! He intended to drive back that 
Saturday night, and sleep all day Sunday!

The rest of the day passed with idle chit-chat among club members about a variety of topics. Steve S. 
perused among the parts vendors for various items, eventually scoring a blower fan for the fresh air feed and 
a small variety of other items. Steve A. hung about the tents and talked chassis and engine setups - he has a 
Buick V6 powered Sebring, which is beautifully done, so I’ll have to do an article on that at some point in 
time. If I didn’t know better, I would swear Steve has a masters in engineering, but no, he’s just a guy who



likes to tinker with his toys! Fuzz hung out with Sue and I at the NSOA tent, this being his first show with the 
Cimbria. I enjoyed watching and listening as he fielded questions from show attendees about the car. His 
biggest thrill was meeting one of the owners of the Aldino kit car company - originally started by the 
legendary Joe Palumbo of Amore Cars who, of course, penned the Cimbria among other kits. 

I was busy with other  attendees, so I wasn’t able to really pay
that close attention to what was being said, or for that matter,
get the gentleman’s name. He did, however, provide Fuzz
with Joe Palumbo’s phone number, since Joe is still very active
with Aldino and his own company, Palumbo cars
(www.palumbocars.com). Since Fuzz and I were both curious about the 
back history on the Cimbria, Fuzz was itching at the chance to talk to Joe - which
he pulled off the following week.

Apparently, Joe took the molds to Canada to produce them but has since lost track of where they went. 
I suspect that they are being held by Sterling Auto Classics (www.sterlingautoclassics.com/cfs.html) as they 
are producing a car called the Bernardi which looks exactly like the Cimbria. Neria Yachts also sold a Cimbria 
based car, and Joe said the owner of that company bought one of his kits to make his molds.

Aldino file photo

Palumbo M-80 Palumbo Cars is currently 
exercising a new direction in 
component cars with a hybrid 
supercar, the M-80. I suspect that 
Joe will have a finished car at 
Carlisle some day, and that 
should be interesting to see the 
reactions of Factory Five, Noble 
and Superformance! The car 
looks a little too much like a 
modified MR2 for me, but the 
concepts are interesting. Check 
out Joe’s website for more info.
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The new Bruce Meyers Manxter 
 this one was #33, and turbo Subaru powered!

A great survivor - an early Fiberfab Jamacian
Note the BruBaker Box next to it - there every year!
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An awesome ‘67 TVR powered by a Ford derived Griffith V8

Another English V8 - a Sunbeam Tiger. Remember “Get Smart”?

Sue’s favorite - a 1957 ScooterCar at the Vintage Microcar tent

The best Triumph TR3 I’ve seen yet...

Local buggies with the ever-present Empi Imp in green metalflake

Beck’s Porsche 904 replica

An incredibly detailed Auburn Speedster replica
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Sunday dawned to the light patter of rain showers. Ugh- it figures. Come in wet, go out wet...but no. 
The promise of blue skies flickered in the west over the mountains. By the time Sue and I finished breakfast 
and checked out of the hotel, the skies had cleared and the sun quickly started to dry the damp grass. We made 
the field, and dropped her at the tent to start setting up the display. My plan was to hook the truck back up to 
the trailer so I wouldn’t be fussing with it at the end of the day - but my trailer hitch was blocked by another 
fellow’s hydraulic trailer ramp that had just failed. Oh joy....he said he couldn’t get the engine started - a 
simple Honda tractor style motor. I grabbed my tools from the trailer, pulled the plug, cleaned and gapped and 
turned the motor over to clear the cylinder. Reinsert the plug and off it went like Honda’s do. Now move the 
darn thing so I can hook up!

By the time I got the Sterling to the field, Fuzz had made his way back in and was assisting Dave in 
setting up for the day. Sundays are notoriously slow, and many of the vendors had already folded and left the 
night before. The show field was fairly vacant of kit cars, maybe a dozen in all the entire day. Sterling Sports 
Cars kept a constant stream of people going between the two tents as people compared the old and new bodies 
and asked pertinent questions of modifications and powerplants. The weather held out as partly sunny and 
breezy - the NSOA flag was snapping briskly from time to time! The festivities ended around 2:30, when 
awards were presented in various categories. Most awards were presented to cars that were trailer queens and 
in the invitational (indoor) display, or for truly original antiques. The Meyers Manxster took a best of show for 
the level of detail, which it rightly deserved - but I’d like to see that on our turnpike on a regular basis!

With another year wrapped up, Dave has his hands full to pull out all the stops for next year. My 
thanks for all the members who were able to attend and introduce themselves. Let’s see if we can really get a 
showing for next year!

Tech tips and follow-ups to the last issue will be in the 
upcoming mid-summer issue!
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Al Agolio

Ledyard, CT   06339

Sterling # 00503

Rick Milne

Downingtown, PA 19335

Sterling # CCC114

Eddie Ortiz

Bellflower, CA  90706

active observer

Mike Leach

Warsaw, IN  46582

active observer

Scott McKinley

Altoona, WI 54720

still looking!

Donnie Luschen

Bentonville, AR  72712

Sterling # CCC460 

Paul & Judy Petrali

Fair Oaks, CA  95628

active observers

Tom & Mary Beth Paquette

Waterford, NY  12188

Sterling

Claudio Perissutti

Slidell, LA  70458

Sterling

Miguel Santiago

Prunedale, CA  93907

active observer

Brian Smith

Traverse City, MI  49684

Sterling

Mike Woolley

Ann Arbor, MI  48103

1983 Sebring

Shane Williams

Fremont, CA  94538

Sterling

Wil Weber

Farmington, UT  84025

Sterling

Steve Silverstein

Ronkonkoma, NY  11779

1975 Sterling 

Farzad “Fuzz” Sharif

Harrisburg, PA  17111

Cimbria #04246

Eric & Danielle Phillips

Rogers, AR  72758

Sterling

Hank & Tracy Zellers

Bulls Gap, TN   37711

Sebring

Mike & Karen Walz

Burleson, TX  76028

Sterling 

Dennis Albright

Lanesboro. MN  55949

Sterling # CCC95

Mark Albanese

Naples, FL  34109

Sebring

Seth Canterbury

Kingsland, GA  31548

Mid year Cimbria

Gary Anagnostis

Gahanna, OH  43230

Sebring

David Aliberti

Verona, PA 

Sterling # CCC195

Ahmad Abdo

Dallas, TX  75252

Prototype Sterling (Norm Rose car)

Nick Born

Brooklyn Center, MN  55429

Sterling # CCC130

Scott Bailey

Galway, NY   12074

Sterling 

Steve Andrejeski

Bellerose, NY   11426

Sebring

Nic Bardea

Walnut Creek, CA  94596

Sterling

Jack Clay

Sumner, WA  98390

Sterlings #CCC183 & CCC 283

Larry Hoganson

Banning, CA  92220
Sterling # CCC132

Bill Jones

Dothan, Alabama  36301

Sterling

Arlen Fountain 

Ocean Springs, MS 39564

Sterling

Keith Klein

Edwall, WA  99008

Cimbria

Warren Daugherty

New Columbia, PA 17856

Sterling

Paul Hawkins

Smiths Grove, KY  42171

Sebring

Greg Hampton

Morgan Hill, CA  95038

Several Sterlings!

Robert Davidoski

La Porte, TX    77571

Sterling #042

Mike Fabery

Liverpool, NY  13088

Sterling

Dan McGee

Saginaw, MI   48603

Sterling

Mike McBride

St. Helens, OR  97051
Sterling(s)

Ben Dodd

Mohnton, PA  19540

Sterling

Tracey White

Denver, CO   80249

Sebring

Anthony Bemis

Vacaville, CA   95687

Sterling

Chet & Ethan Dunican

Niantic, CT   06357

Sterlings # 002 (MCC) & 
unnumbered

Alex Kreuzer

Wisconsin

Cimbria

Jeff McKain

Sterling

Mac McGraw

Tucson, AZ

Sterling

Mark Williams

Connecticut

Cimbria
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